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计及系统详细设计过程。本系统以 PHP + MySQL 进行平台搭建的，然后利用
































With the rapid development of Internet technique in China, more and more 
people use the new tech as a tool severing their life and study. Because WEB page can 
collect text, image, sound, animation, video together. And the hypertext property of 
homepage can not only make the display of information pages lively, but also make 
the browse of information more convenient. So Many enterprises also make their 
publications online.  
Internet brings to our information being infinite. The forum system platform to 
sell this new model to create new communications channels. To the greatest extent to 
meet the needs of users, a clear demonstration of the superiority of the information 
age. Modern education pays much attention to obtaining information through 
exchanging. The most ideal, most advanced exchange condition is a network among 
them. The users can exchange information during the process of communication  
The system use developed dynamic web page technology. The system of 
information issued by the front site; in support of the operation of the whole site 
functions on the basis of the front desk can help users to carry out day-to-day site 
management and information dissemination; and with less system resources occupied, 
the amount of information great site easy to maintain, easy to expand and update, easy 
to carry on and the protection of historical data and so on.  
This paper describes the development of model and environment, and 
specifically on the system analysis, system design and a detailed outline of the design 
process. The system combined with PHP + MySQL platform to build, and then use 
Dreamweaver for HTML documents to prepare, at the same time the use of Photoshop 
and fireworks graphics picture page the necessary treatment, a user registration, login 
and search information, enter the message to the message in order to achieve the 
members, such as the exchange and communication . 
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